
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

“I spend most of my time tediously creating a mesh that I hope 
captures the flow phenomena I’m interested in”.  Sound familiar?  

The quality of a CFD analysis is only as good as the mesh you create. 
In the aerospace industry, where affordability is key, there is a high 
demand for accurate solutions with quick-turnaround times.  Mesh 
sensitivity studies are often left by the wayside due to schedule and 
cost constraints. However, with Cart3D+Adjoint , rapid and accurate 
automated mesh refinement is made possible. 

The Adjoint Method is the quickest way to build a robust mesh for 
arbitrary complex geometries. Cart3D+Adjoint  generates a 
computational mesh that minimizes errors in a user-defined objective 
function, such as lift or drag. The tool enables users who don’t have 
subject matter expertise in CFD to easily create a quality mesh. It also 
offers experienced analysts a powerful way to characterize the flow 
field by automatically capturing areas of interest. Users can spend 
more time engineering, and less time on mesh generation.  

Cart3D+Adjoint Mesh Refinement 
Less time spent on meshing. More time spent on engineering. 

Generating a 
good mesh 
shouldn’t be a 
roadblock to 
obtaining high-
quality CFD 
solutions. 

Explore your design space   

www.desktop.aero/products 
sales@desktopaero.com 
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Adjoint Example: Two-Engine Supersonic Business Jet 
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truly automated process. The final mesh is 
shown in Fig. E. The areas of extreme grid 
refinement highlight flow features that are 
critical to the accurate prediction of drag on 
this aircraft. Attempting to generate this grid 
using manual techniques would be extremely 
time consuming, and even experts in CFD 
would find it difficult to adequately capture 
all the areas of interest.  

Cart3D+Adjoint is a uniquely powerful tool 
that can offer significant time savings to both 
novice and expert CFD users in the mesh 
generation process.   
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The placement of engines on an aircraft is 
crucial in determining the aerodynamic 
performance of the vehicle. In this example, 
we try to calculate the total drag on a two-
engine supersonic business jet at Mach 1.4. 
Cart3D+Adjoint  was used to perform an 
inviscid CFD analysis.  

This example begins with loading the aircraft 
geometry into the solver and defining an 
objective function based on drag. The user 
sets the outer bounds of the domain, and 
Cart3D+Adjoint automatically generates an 
extremely coarse initial mesh (shown in Fig. 
A). The solver computes flow and adjoint 
solutions to estimate the error in each cell, 
and refines the initial mesh based on this 
calculation (Fig. B). The refinement process is 
repeated, with each subsequent mesh using 
more cells and providing a more accurate 
error estimate (Fig. C and D). Note that the 
initial meshes are extremely coarse, 
minimizing computational cost. Moreover, the 
solution process is extremely robust and 
typically no user intervention is needed 
between each refinement cycle, making this a  


